
PARLEZ - VOUS FRANÇAIS?

REQUIREMENTS: 

џ Fluent French knowledge

џ Good Latvian or Russian or English knowledge

џ Higher education or unfinished higher education (student)

џ Good computer and office equipment skills

џ Responsibility, accuracy and ability to focus

џ Working fast under pressure

џ Motivation and the ability to acquire new knowledge

џ Ability to combine studies with work

џ Previous work experience in logistics is not a mandatory

MAIN RESPONSIBILITIES:

џ Daily communication with customers in French regarding logistics

џ Preparation of different sets of documents for customers and a management

џ Data analysis and market research

џ Operative work with software and databases

џ Finding out latest trends in transport and logistics

џ Representation of clients in transactions with partners

џ Manage delivery of the cargo

WE OFFER: 

џ Competitive salary and motivational bonuses 

џ Opportunity to develop your career in fast growing and international company 

џ Great team spirit and motivated colleagues

џ A well-equipped work environment and a modern Office

џ Team-building events and motivational programs

We will look forward receiving your CV and Cover Letter in English or in Latvian to the 

e-mail Uldis.batarags@sonora.lv. Deadline: 24.03.2017. Please be informed that we will contact only 

those candidates who will be included in the next round of selection. Confidentiality guaranteed. 
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If you are fluently speaking French and are ready for new 

challenges in your life, we kindly invite you to join our team as a 

SALES MANAGER FOR FRENCH MARKET!

JSC SONORA is one of the most reliable transport and logistics companies in the Baltic States with more 

than 17 years of successful and professional experience in logistics worldwide. Due to expanding our 

business we are looking for French speaking SALES MANAGER! 


